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A manâ€™s best friend is a book, as they teach, they explain, they tell us what we wanted to know but
didnâ€™t know whom to ask and take us on a ride we have longed to go but didnâ€™t know the way. As
truly said by Abraham Lincoln â€œThe things I want to know are in books; my best friend is the man
who'll get me a book I ain't readâ€•.

Itâ€™s an altogether different experience of standing in a book store and checking out new and old book
looking for the one we want, flipping pages with the eagerness of knowing the inside part, that
fragrance of those printed pages, that surrounding has a its own magic which cannot be expressed
in words, and only a few can understand.

But finding a bookstore at every place, with the availability of books in it according to our taste is
hard these days. With the decrease in number of readers, there is a decrease in number of
bookstores too. This situation gave birth to a new idea, the idea of online book market or in laymanâ€™s
term selling books through internet.  There are many sites providing the facility of buying and selling
books through online such as Naaptol, Amazom and eBay etc.

Buying books online is not only convenient in terms of get a book at your door step, but there are
many more plus point attached to it, such as a huge list of buying options where in we can choose
from, including the options of buying a book from an third party which means buying a second hand
or used book. A bibliographic data is maintained on such sites where a list of available books is
maintained in alphabetical order, from where in books can be easily selected. These sites provide a
huge area of selection, one can easily find books biased on courses such as a chemistry book or
one can go for a biography book of a legend.

Book which is yet to be published can be preordered on such sites and which are difficult to find can
be ordered using wish list. Not only the huge range and categories for selection but also the prices
offered on these online stores are unbeatable. One can always find a big difference in online book
prices and prices which are offer in market.

Without any second thoughts, there are certain experiences and moments which we experience
while buying a book form an old book store which these online book stores cannot provide, but the
wide range and offers they provide are very tempting as well.

All in the end these online store are for us and by us only, there are many who are unable to find
time from there busy schedule and look in market for the upcoming new issues, but have a passion
towards books, these stores help them and serve them better.
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